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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of augmenting
the response options of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-Second
Edition-Restructured Form (MMPI-2-RF). Numerous investigations indicate that
scores on scales with more response options tend to possess better psychometric properties than those with fewer response options. A previous investigation
by Cox and colleagues compared the psychometric performance of the MMPI-2
Restructured Clinical scales using the standard response format to a version using
an augmented, four-point response format. Scores from the augmented version
demonstrated superior internal consistency compared to the standard form. Scores
from the augmented version failed to demonstrate superior convergent validity
compared to the standard form. The current study replicates and expands these
findings to all the MMPI-2-RF scales. The augmented version took approximately
3 minutes longer to complete, but participants felt the augmented response format
allowed them to describe themselves more accurately. As in the previous study,
internal consistency was superior for scores on the augmented version, but these
gains did not lead to increased convergent validity. No order effects were observed.
Potential explanations for this counterintuitive finding are discussed, and recommendations are made for future investigations in response option augmentation.
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The various forms of the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI) are some of the
most widely used psychological tests in the world,
employed in a variety of clinical and occupational
settings. The most recent update, the Minnesota
Personality Inventory-2nd Edition-Restructured
Form (MMPI-2-RF) is used to evaluate a wide range
of personality and psychopathological phenomena,
and to plan treatment. Because of its widespread
use and real world impact, research evaluating its
applications and improving its utility is important.
This study reports on attempts to improve the
accuracy of the test without making the test longer,
by comparing the test’s traditional true-false
format with a multiple choice format. Previous
attempts to use a multiple-choice format with this
test have had mixed results. Our hope is that we
can identify which format is more effective with
this test and why, which may lead to improvement
in the reliability and accuracy of results of the test.
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1. Introduction
When designing a rating scale, test authors must choose from a wide variety of response formats.
Examinees may be asked to make a mark on a line to express the extent of their agreement, check
a box to indicate the presence or absence of a characteristic, rank statements based on accuracy,
select a verbal description from a series of responses, or to use any number of other methods. The
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI; Hathaway & McKinley, 1940) presents examinees
with a series of statements, asking them to mark each as either true or false as applied to them. This
response format was retained for the revised version of the test (MMPI-2; Butcher, Dahlstrom,
Graham, Tellegen, & Kaemmer, 1989) and is used in the most recent edition, the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory-Second Edition-Restructured Form (MMPI-2-RF; Tellegen &
Ben-Porath, 2008). A great deal of evidence, however, suggests that this response format may not
be optimal.
The purpose of this study was to test an alternative response format for the MMPI-2-RF and to
compare its psychometric performance to the original. The methodology replicates that of Cox et al.
(2012). The alternative format being tested increases the number of response options in a process
known as “augmentation.” Data simulation studies show when response augmentation is tested
under the most tightly controlled conditions, clear psychometric benefits accrue as response options
are added to a scale. Data from actual participants supports the results of these studies, providing
further evidence of the benefits of response augmentation.
An open question remains regarding whether an optimal number of response options for psychological scales exists. Although Likert’s (1932) research advanced the measurement of self-reported
psychological variables, he failed to determine how many response categories should be used when
constructing scales of this kind. Symonds (1924) was the first major writer to consider this issue.
Before then, a variety of authors had used any number of response categories on their scales, including Galton (1883) with nine, Pearson (1907) and Webb (1915) with seven, Downey (1921) with eleven, and Plant (1922) with ten. Symonds concluded that “Apparently the construction of rating scales
has proceeded quite without consideration as to the reason for constructing scales with one rather
than another number of classes” (Symonds, 1924, p. 456).
Most authors have settled on fewer response options than early writers, with Preston and Colman
reporting in 2000 that most Likert scales use five to seven response options. Although disagreement
lingers about the ideal number of response categories for Likert-type scales, it seems to be taken for
granted that five to seven response options is an appropriate range. Theorists generally agree that
scales possessing more response options, all else being equal, should possess better psychometric
properties. In his popular text on summated rating scale construction, Spector (1992) devoted six
sentences to the topic. Citing Nunnally, he stated that a point of diminishing returns may be reached
with the addition of response options, and that “generally between five and nine choices are optimal
for most uses” (Nunnally, 1978, p. 21).

1.1. Studies supporting augmentation
Conflicting findings have emerged regarding the optimal number of response options for Likert
scales. The problem is largely one of comparability. There is no guarantee that the ideal number of
response categories for a marketing survey would be the same for a teacher rating scale or a scale
of psychopathology. Each scale has a unique configuration of psychometric properties that vary
across settings, making it difficult to state conclusively the “best” number of response choices. Some
investigators attempted to address this concern by taking the specific scale out of the equation.
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Instead of collecting data from participants, these investigators used computer-generated data to
fill in response patterns. This technique is called the “Monte Carlo” method due to its use of randomly generated data within defined parameters.
Lissitz and Green (1975) were the first investigators to use this method to determine the effect of
the number of response categories on a scale. The authors concluded a five-point scale is optimal for
most instruments and settings, and there seems to be little utility in adding additional response options. A similar study was conducted by Jenkins and Taber (1977) that lent support to the conclusions of Lissitz and Green (1975), in that the psychometric properties of a two-point scale can be
enhanced by increasing its response options up to five points. Cicchetti, Shoinralter, and Tyrer (1985)
used similar methods to examine enhancements in inter-rater reliability that result from increasing
a scale’s response options. Paralleling earlier studies, increases in reliability leveled off around five
response options, with little improvement noted beyond seven. The most recent Monte Carlo investigation into augmentation was conducted by Lozano, García-Cueto, and Muñiz (2008). The findings
of this and other Monte Carlo investigations are consistent. As the number of response options per
item increases, so do many of its psychometric properties. This effect was demonstrated for internal
consistency, retest reliability, inter-rater reliability, criterion validity, and clarity of factor structure.
These investigations provide concrete recommendations regarding the appropriate number of response categories for Likert scales. Generally, four or five categories appear to be acceptable, with
relatively little benefit of having more than seven categories. Although no ideal number of response
options was found, these studies show two-point response scales consistently performed poorest
psychometrically when compared to scales with more response options. In fact, Lozano et al. (2008)
concluded, “from a psychometric perspective, it is advisable for questionnaires to avoid using such
formats” (Lozano et al., 2008, p. 78).
Although computer studies lend strong support to the case for augmentation, these simulations
may not accurately represent the way real examinees respond to Likert scales. Fortunately, many
empirical investigations using real-participant data (known as “in vivo”) have been conducted to address this concern. Cox et al. (2012) provides comprehensive lists of in vivo studies that either support or fail to support the findings of Monte Carlo studies. Cox et al. (2012) note that most of the
studies that failed to find psychometric benefit from augmentation suffered from methodological or
interpretive flaws. An in vivo study by Komorita and Graham (1965) found that when a set of items
is maximally internally consistent (i.e. the items measure almost exactly the same thing), there is
little benefit from augmentation. Otherwise, response option augmentation functions as theorized
and produces similar effects to Monte Carlo studies. Subsequent studies (see Cox et al., 2012 for a
comprehensive list) applied the original findings of Komorita and Graham to specific domains of interest, with similar conclusions. While none of these studies have addressed the MMPI directly, together they form a strong argument in favor of augmentation based on numerous observations of
the same essential principle.

1.2. Previous attempts to augment the MMPI-2 and MMPI-2-RF
Cox et al. (2012) applied this principle to the MMPI-2 and conducted a project to test the effects of
augmenting the response format of the MMPI-2 Restructured Clinical (RC) scales on their reliability
and validity. The experimental format contained four response options identical to those of the
Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI; Morey, 1991): “very true/mainly true/slightly true/false, not
at all true.” The research literature reviewed above supported the use of four response choices.
Additionally, the mid-point was excluded based on Nunnally’s (1978) warning that the presence of a
neutral step may increase central tendency bias, which is the propensity for examinees to give responses closer to the middle of the scale than to the extremes. This choice was particularly important as the standard dichotomous MMPI-2 response format does not include a mid-point response
option.
In Cox et al. (2012) the RC scales (Tellegen et al., 2003) were used to test the effects of augmentation, and the Lie (L) and Infrequency Psychopathology (Fp) scales were used to screen for invalid
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response sets. There were several advantages to selecting the RC scales for augmentation. The intercorrelations between many of the RC scales are much lower than they are for the Clinical Scales
(CS). As a result, each scale may be seen as a relatively independent (though still intercorrelated)
testing ground for augmentation. Also, although the RC scales’ internal consistency is substantially
higher than that of the CS, there is still room for improvement. In the normative sample, the median
Cronbach’s alpha for the RC scales is .76, which is not in the ideal range of α = .80–.90 suggested by
Streiner (2003). This suggests that the RC scales could benefit from augmentation.
Fp and L were selected to screen out invalid responding. Fp is sensitive to random responding, true
response bias, and false response bias (Butcher et al., 2001). According to the meta-analysis by
Rogers, Sewell, Martin, and Vitacco (2003), it is the single best predictor of overreporting on the
MMPI-2. The L scale was found to be the single best indicator of underreporting (Graham, Watts, &
Timbrook, 1991). Together these evaluated several forms of invalid responding.
Cox et al. (2012) also examined the potential effects of augmentation on the scales’ convergent
validity. Two scales from the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ; Tellegen & Waller,
2008) were selected to test these effects. Sellbom and Ben-Porath (2005) found the Alienation (Al)
scale correlated r = .62 with RC6 and the Wellbeing (Wb) scale correlated r = −.72 with RC2. The authors hypothesized that augmentation would strengthen these relationships, providing evidence of
enhanced convergent validity.
The results of this investigation showed the potential of augmentation to enhance the psychometric functioning of MMPI-2 scales. Cronbach’s alphas and mean inter-item correlations (MIIC) increased for all RC scales as a result of increasing the number of response options. Augmentation
increased convergent validity for participants who completed the augmented version first, but effects were equivocal for the combined sample. Augmentation did not appear to alter the meanings
of the RC scales, as evidenced by strong correlations between both the standard and augmented
scales.
A recent study by Finn, Ben-Porath, and Tellegen (2015) extended the investigation of Cox and
colleagues to statistically examine the source of increased reliability in augmented response formats of the MMPI-2-RF. The authors compared a dichotomous and a balanced four-response-option
(“Definitely True, Mostly True, Mostly False, and Definitely False”) version of the MMPI-2-RF. The balanced response option format was used to reduce the likelihood of true biased responding due to
more true response options than false response options in previous formats. They used several selfreport psychopathology measures as external validity indicators for the MMPI-2-RF scales.
The results of this investigation followed a similar pattern as those in the Cox et al. (2012) study.
The expanded response option showed increased scale internal consistency that correlated with
increases in variability of scale scores. The increases in reliability were not accompanied by consistent or meaningful increases in scale validity, when compared to the external validity indicators of
psychopathology. But, scales with skewed distributions and a small number of low-frequency items
showed the most consistent increases in reliability and validity, suggesting these scales may benefit
from the augmented response format or item revision. Based on their findings, Finn et al. (2015)
suggested that increased internal reliability was due to increased systematic variability in responding attributable to more opportunities for spurious patterns of responding, but that increases in
scale reliability did not translate to more valid scale scores.

1.3. The current study
The purpose of the current investigation was to replicate and expand upon the results of Cox et al.
(2012) using tighter controls. To do so, the entire MMPI-2-RF was administered twice, using the
standard format and an augmented version. In addition to replicating the effects of augmenting the
RC scales, this study attempted to show the effects of augmentation with all 42 substantive (nonvalidity) scales of the MMPI-2-RF. We hypothesized that replicating the findings of Cox et al. (2012)
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for a majority of scales would provide strong evidence of the benefits of augmentation. Because
some examinees were expected to become fatigued and begin to respond carelessly as a result of
filling out 338 items twice, administering the entire MMPI-2-RF allowed screening out respondents
based on the nine validity indicators.
The first set of analyses focused on reliability, using the same methods of Cox et al. (2012). The
indices of reliability include indicators of internal consistency and the correlation between standard
and augmented scales. Augmentation was expected to produce increases in both types of reliability,
consistent with the findings Cox et al. (2012).
The effects of augmentation on convergent validity were explored with additional scales from the
MPQ. These scales were selected based on the strength of their relationships with MMPI-2-RF scales
in a college sample, as reported in the MMPI-2-RF technical manual (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008).
They were also selected so all the different types of MMPI-2-RF substantive scales, the Higher-Order
(H-O), Psychopathology Five (PSY-5), RC, and Specific Problem (SP) scales, could be tested for enhancements in convergent validity. We expected the selected MMPI-2-RF scales would show enhanced convergent validity, as evidenced by higher correlations with appropriate MPQ scales for
augmented scales than for standard scales.
The standard MMPI-2-RF and the experimental augmented version were administered sequentially, counterbalanced. Significant scale mean differences were examined between the standard
form and augmented version of the MMPI-2-RF between groups by order of administration. A consistent pattern of significant differences would indicate order effects like those found by Cox et al.
(2012).
Test proctors also recorded the administration time for each form to determine if one form took
longer to complete than the other. Participants were expected to take slightly longer to finish the
augmented version than to finish the standard form.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
A total of 527 undergraduate students attending Central Michigan University participated in this investigation. They were recruited from the psychology subject pool and received extra credit in one of
their courses to compensate them for their participation. The data from 80 of these individuals were
excluded from analysis due to failure to attend both experimental sessions. The remaining 447 participants were screened for invalid responding based on criteria found in the MMPI-2-RF manual.
Table 1 displays these criteria, showing the number of participants who obtained scores beyond the
acceptable range for each scale. The table also shows sample z-scores corresponding to the standard form exclusion criteria. These z-scores were used to calculate exclusion criteria for the augmented version (sample z* [mean of augmented validity scale]). Scale scores for the augmented
version of the Variable Response Inconsistency (VRIN) scale were calculated by reverse-coding one
item for each item pair composing the scale, taking the difference, and ignoring negative values (to
account for the unidirectional nature of scored item pairs).
The final sample contained 383 participants, of whom 196 received the standard form first and
187 received the augmented version first. Participants were mostly female (78%), Caucasian (89%),
and about 20 years of age (Mean = 19.8; SD = 3.5; range = 18–48). Groups did not differ significantly
(p < .05) on any of these characteristics.
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Table 1. Participants excluded by screening criteria from the MMPI-2-RF on both standard and
augmented versions
Sample z-scores

Standard form
Exclusion criteria

Excluded cases

Augmented version
Exclusion criteria

Excluded cases

CNS ≥ 15

0

n/a

aCNS ≥ 15

0

VRIN ≥ 80

19

2.10

aVRIN ≥ 22

22

TRIN ≥ 80

13

2.48

n/a

n/a

F ≥ 120

10

3.30

aF ≥ 80

6

Fp ≥ 100

20

2.14

aFp ≥ 42

13

Fs ≥ 100

14

2.32

aFs ≥ 36

19

FBS ≥ 100

1

3.30

aFBS ≥ 93

0

L ≥ 80

2

3.12

aL ≥ 47

0

K ≥ 70

2

2.46

aK ≥ 54

1

All criteria

47

n/a

All criteria

38

Notes: Exclusion criteria for validity scales of the standard form are displayed in T-scores. All other criteria are displayed
in raw scores.

2.2. Materials
2.2.1. Minnesota multiphasic personality inventory-second edition-restructured form
The 338-item MMPI-2-RF contains 51 scales including 11 validity scales, 3 Higher Order scales, 5
Psychopathology-5 scales, 9 Restructured Clinical scales, and 23 Specific Problem scales measuring
somatic, cognitive, internalizing, externalizing, and interpersonal complaints (Ben-Porath & Tellegen,
2008). The standard response format of the MMPI-2-RF was designed around a dichotomous response format in which examinees were asked to indicate whether items are true or false as applied
to them.

2.2.2. MMPI-2-RF augmented version
This version of the answer sheet and test booklet was identical to the ones used with the standard
MMPI-2-RF, except for the response format. This format was same one used by Cox et al. (2012), in
which examinees were asked to indicate whether each item is very true, mainly true, slightly true, or
false, not at all true, as applied to them.

2.2.3. Selected multidimensional personality questionnaire scales
The full version of the MPQ contains 276 dichotomous items (mostly true/false, though some present
a forced choice between two alternatives) used to assess normal range personality traits. The
Wellbeing (Wb), Social Potency (Sp), Social Closeness (Sc), Stress Reaction (Sr), Alienation (Al),
Aggression (Ag), and Absorption (Ab) scales of this instrument were selected to measure the effects
of augmentation on convergent validity.

2.3. Procedure
Participants were tested in a classroom on the campus of Central Michigan University, no more than
30 participants at a time. During the first testing session, the general nature of the experiment was
explained to them (i.e. exploring differences in response formats for personality tests), informed
consent was obtained, and participants completed the selected scales of the MPQ. After one week,
they returned to fill out both forms of the MMPI-2-RF in counterbalanced order, as well as a short
demographics questionnaire.
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3. Results
3.1. Order effects
Independent samples t-tests indicated whether there were significant differences on the scales of
the MMPI-2-RF between participants that completed the standard MMPI-2-RF first and those that
completed the augmented version first. Because of the large number of significance tests being
conducted on this set of scales, a more stringent criterion of p < .01 was used to determine statistical
significance. Overall, four statistically significant group differences were found out of 100 group
mean comparisons, and what differences were found were small (d = .27 − .35). Overall, the data do
not support the hypothesized order effects. Therefore, subsequent data analysis was conducted on
a combined sample rather than on subsets.

3.2. Completion time and acceptability
Completion time for each form was measured to the nearest minute. The mean time to complete
the standard MMPI-2-RF was 30.4 min (SD = 7.5), and the mean time to complete the augmented
version was 33.4 min (SD = 7.2). This difference is significant (t (382) = 7.13, p < .05), and of moderate magnitude (d = .41).
Participants were asked several questions related to their perceptions of the MMPI-2-RF forms.
Participants were asked to rate each form on a scale of one (extremely difficult) to ten (extremely
easy) regarding ease of use and ability to describe oneself accurately. Participants thought both
forms were easy to fill out, though they believed the standard form was easier (mean ratings:
Standard = 8.47, Augmented = 6.89; t(382) = 12.40, p < .05, d = .78). Participants also reported that
both forms allowed them to describe themselves adequately, though they believed the augmented
version was better suited to this task (mean ratings: Standard = 5.75, Augmented = 8.08; t(382) =
16.54, p < .05, d = 1.08). While the augmented version may be somewhat more difficult for participants to use, they were more satisfied with their self-descriptions using this form.

3.3. Internal consistency
Increases in reliability were examined using the same methods of Cox et al. (2012), comparing
Cronbach’s alphas and MIIC between the standard true/false MMPI-2-RF and the experimental augmented version. Higher internal consistency values for the augmented version would show that
augmentation increased the scales’ reliability. High correlations between standard and augmented
scales would indicate that augmentation did not change the basic meaning of these scales.
Table 2. Coefficient alpha, k, and MIIC for MMPI-2-RF validity scales for standard and
augmented versions within the combined sample
Scale

k

Coefficient alpha
Standard (N = 383)

Augmented
(N = 383)

Inter-item correlations
Standard (N = 383)

Augmented
(N = 383)

VRIN

.107

.235

2.56

.004

.009

TRIN

.228

–

–

.008

–

F

.728

.815

1.64

.073

.124

Fp

.322

.486

1.99

.016

.059

Fs

.371

.571

2.26

.039

.084

FBS

.680

.698

1.09

.069

.076

RBS

.451

.487

1.16

.028

.042

L

.479

.663

2.14

.058

.123

K

.643

.722

1.44

.112

.157

Mean

.472

.585

1.79

.045

.084

Median

.465

.617

1.82

.039

.080

Note: An augmented version of TRIN was not calculated.
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Tables 2–4 display results for Cronbach’s alpha and MIIC. The tables also display the k statistic,
which is derived from the Spearman-Brown Formula. This statistic shows the value by which the item
count of the standard scale theoretically would have to be multiplied to obtain a Cronbach’s alpha
equal to that of the augmented scale. For example, k = 2 would mean the item count of the standard
scale would have to be doubled (assuming all the additional items are of similar psychometric quality to the original ones) for that scale to obtain the same Cronbach’s alpha as the augmented version. A value of k < 1 means the reliability for the standard scale was higher than that of the
augmented scale; the item count of the standard scale would have to be reduced to make it equal
to that of the augmented scale.
Table 2 shows the augmented version displayed higher reliability for all the Validity scales. The
median Cronbach’s alpha increased by about .152, and MIIC increased by about .040. To match results of augmentation, the k statistic shows the item count of these scales would need to be increased by over 50%.
Table 3 shows the effects of augmentation on the reliability of the H-O scales, PSY-5 scales, and RC
scales. As with the Validity scales, augmentation enhanced reliability in terms of Cronbach’s alpha
and MIIC. The effects were somewhat less dramatic, however, with H-O scales median Cronbach’s
Table 3. Coefficient alpha, k, and MIIC for the MMPI-2-RF higher-order scales,
psychopathology-five, and restructured clinical scales for standard and augmented versions
within the combined sample
Scale

Coefficient alpha
Standard
(N = 383)

k

Augmented
(N = 383)

Inter-item correlations
Standard
(N = 383)

Augmented
(N = 383)

EID

.900

.919

1.26

.180

.224

THD

.681

.740

1.33

.069

.112

BXD

.732

.783

1.32

.109

.143

H-O mean

.771

.814

1.30

.119

.160

H-O median

.732

.783

1.32

.109

.143

AGGR

.762

.797

1.23

.150

.177

PSYC

.682

.752

1.41

.069

.112

DISC

.681

.719

1.20

.098

.114

NEGE

.769

.832

1.49

.141

.198

INTR

.824

.872

1.46

.193

.255

PSY-5 mean

.743

.794

1.36

.130

.171

PSY-5 median

.762

.797

1.41

.141

.177

RCd

.886

.917

1.42

.246

.321

RC1

.787

.825

1.28

.120

.156

RC2

.728

.797

1.47

.137

.190

RC3

.748

.799

1.34

.162

.209

RC4

.722

.774

1.32

.103

.139

RC6

.605

.692

1.47

.065

.121

RC7

.850

.882

1.32

.192

.238

RC8

.737

.775

1.23

.131

.167

RC9

.754

.786

1.20

.097

.116

RC mean

.757

.805

1.23

.139

.184

RC median

.748

.797

1.32

.131

.167
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alpha increasing by only about .050 and median MIIC increasing by about .035. The item count of the
standard scales would need to be increased by about one third to achieve these effects. The results
for the PSY-5 scales mirrors the results observed for the H-O scales. Median Cronbach’s alpha increased by about .035 and median MIIC increased by about .035. Replicating these effects with the
standard scales would require increasing their item count by about two-fifths. The reliability analyses conducted on the RC scales replicates the reliability analyses conducted by Cox et al. (2012).
Median Cronbach’s alpha increased by approximately .050 and median MIIC increased by about
.035. Based on k, the number of items in the standard scales would have to be increased by about
one-fifth to one half (with a median of one-third) to achieve equivalent results. These increases are
somewhat larger than those in the Cox et al. (2012) sample; in the Cox et al. (2012) combined sample, both median Cronbach’s alpha and median MIIC increased by approximately .030.
Table 4 displays Cronbach’s alpha, k, and MIIC for the Specific Problem (SP) and Interest scales.
These scales seemed to benefit from augmentation slightly more than did the other substantive
scales of the MMPI-2-RF. Median Cronbach’s alpha increased by about .075, and median MIIC also
increased by about .075. To achieve similar results, the item count of the standard scales would have
Table 4. Coefficient alpha, k, and MIIC for MMPI-2-RF specific problem scales for standard and
augmented versions within the combined sample
Scale

Coefficient alpha
Standard
(N = 383)

Augmented
(N = 383)

MLS

.626

.671

GIC

.652

HPC

.631

NUC
COG

k

Inter-item correlations
Standard
(N = 383)

Augmented
(N = 383)

1.22

.173

.205

.759

1.68

.250

.379

.695

1.37

.217

.290

.575

.620

1.21

.118

.144

.695

.757

1.37

.181

.236

SUI

.722

.779

1.36

.375

.462

HLP

.533

.634

1.52

.208

.275

SFD

.768

.818

1.36

.453

.536

NFC

.755

.795

1.26

.254

.303

STW

.578

.629

1.24

.165

.198

AXY

.585

.628

1.20

.231

.266

ANP

.713

.765

1.31

.265

.315

BRF

.552

.650

1.51

.109

.170

MSF

.642

.669

1.13

.172

.184

JCP

.493

.583

1.44

.154

.205

SUB

.647

.733

1.50

.190

.276

AGG

.684

.760

1.46

.190

.257

ACT

.656

.718

1.34

.193

.240

FML

.638

.733

1.56

.151

.222

IPP

.764

.803

1.26

.249

.290

SAV

.836

.863

1.23

.348

.393

SHY

.736

.798

1.42

.283

.367

DSF

.423

.484

1.28

.126

.172

AES

.594

.647

1.25

.176

.208

MEC

.630

.659

1.13

.173

.200

Mean

.645

.706

1.34

.216

.272

Median

.642

.718

1.34

.190

.266
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Table 5. Correlations between standard and augmented higher order, psychopathology five,
restructured clinical scales, and specific problems in the combined sample
H-O scales
Scale

PSY-5 scales
r

Scale

RC scales
r

Scale

SP scales
r

Scale

r

Scale

r

EID

.918

AGGR

.802

RCd

.895

MLS

.763

JCP

.813

THD

.774

PSYC

.781

RC1

.806

GIC

.832

SUB

.886

BXD

.857

DISC

.869

RC2

.743

HPC

.793

AGG

.801

NEGE

.840

RC3

.786

NUC

.659

ACT

.749

INTR

.762

RC4

.881

COG

.820

FML

.804

RC6

.750

SUI

.870

IPP

.786

RC7

.859

HLP

.748

SAV

.814

RC8

.825

SFD

.784

SHY

.854

RC9

.777

NFC

.814

DSF

.692

STW

.739

AES

.866

MEC

.879

AXY

.772

ANP

.819

BRF

.797

MSF

.827

Mean

.850

Mean

.811

Mean

.814

Mean

.799

Median

.857

Median

.802

Median

.806

Median

.804

Notes: H-O = Higher Order. PSY-5 = Psychopathology-Five. RC = Restructured Clinical. SP = Specific Problem.

to be increased by about two-fifths. The hypothesis that augmentation would improve scale score
reliability as measured by coefficient Cronbach’s alpha and MIIC appears to be supported by the data.

3.4. Cross-version reliability
Table 5 shows the relationships between the standard and augmented scales in the combined sample. On average, the original scales and their counterparts were very strongly correlated (mean and
median rs > .799) and comparable to the results of Cox et al. (2012). The previous investigation
found a mean correlation of r = .833 for the RC scales, whereas the mean correlation was r = .814 for
the RC scales in the present sample.
Some idiosyncrasies in the data were observed. Longer scales such as the H-O scales tended to
correlate more highly than did shorter ones, such as the SP scales. The weakest of these
Table 6. Correlations between MMPI-2-RF and MPQ scales for the standard and augmented
versions by order of administration and for the combined sample
Scales

Combined sample
Standard (N = 383)

Augmented (N = 383)

THD & Al

.365

.400

NEGE & Sr

.728

.724

RC2 & Wb*

−.651

−.635

RC8 & Ab

.519

.505

AGG & Ag

.667

.623

IPP & Sp*

−.583

−.567

SAV & Sc*

−.583

−.584

Mean

.585

.577

Median

.583

.584

Notes: All relationships are significant (p < .05). Means and medians are displayed in absolute magnitudes.
*The hypothesized relationship is negative.
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relationships, however, was r = .659 between standard and augmented versions of NUC, which is still
a fairly strong relationship in this context. Overall, the hypothesis that augmentation would not
substantially change the meaning of scales was supported by these data.

3.5. Convergent validity
Due to the large number of comparisons being made, p < .01 was used as the criterion for statistical
significance. Cohen’s d was used to quantify the effect sizes of these mean differences, which were
expected to be small to medium. Table 6 shows the relationships between these scale pairs. The
results of these analyses appear to be the exact opposite of what was hypothesized. On average, the
standard MMPI-2-RF scales correlated more strongly with the MPQ than did the augmented scales.
The standard MMPI-2-RF scales correlated more strongly with the MPQ in five out of seven pairs.

4. Discussion
The results of this study were mixed. It seemed clear that the data did not support the hypothesized
order effects, contrary to findings of Cox et al. (2012). It was also clear the augmented scales took
slightly longer to complete, but that participants felt the augmented response format allowed them
to describe themselves more accurately. The primary psychometric effects of augmentation, however, remain a concern. In this sample, the data showed increases in reliability with augmentation,
with increases in internal consistency found for most scales, similar to the findings of Cox et al.
(2012) and Finn et al. (2015). Furthermore, high correlations between standard and augmented versions of the same scales suggest construct equivalence, consistent with Cox et al. (2012). However,
these same scale scores for which reliability increased failed to show increases in convergent validity, mirroring combined group results from Cox et al. (2012) and results from Finn et al. (2015). This
finding is contrary to theoretical expectations, as well as earlier simulated and in vivo research. At
least two different competing explanations may account for these effects, and given the limitations
of this study, we cannot conclude which one, if either, is correct. The following discussion is intended
to point out potential limitations in this study to guide future research in this area and to suggest
methods of clarifying ambiguous findings.
With regard to reliability, it is possible that augmentation increased method variance more than it
did variance attributable to the actual traits the scales were designed to measure. If true, then these
scales may have appeared more reliable due to the increase in item covariance, but they actually
became less valid due to the increased proportion of error variance relative to trait variance. More
directly, we argue the dichotomous MPQ scales alone may not have been appropriate for testing the
effects of augmentation on convergent validity. Because these scales used the same dichotomous
true/false response format as did the standard scales, responses to them would be expected to
generate method variance common to both of them, inflating their correlations spuriously based on
a shared source of error. From a different perspective, the polytomous format would be expected to
generate method variance not shared by the scales of the MPQ (e.g. response extremeness, as discussed by Peabody, 1962), putting these scales at a disadvantage in demonstrating convergent validity relative to those of the standard form. Future studies may be able to explore the possibility of
confounding common method variance by manipulating the response format of external validity
measures as well (e.g. through an augmented MPQ).
Given the difficulty associated with trying to compensate for the effects of method variance on
reliability, it may be more fruitful to focus on estimating convergent validity more appropriately. If it
could be demonstrated that augmentation improves validity, the concerns about reliability may be
a moot point. Pursuing this strategy would not quantify how much of the increased variance in augmented scales is due to the method and how much is due to the trait. Nevertheless, increases in
convergent validity as a result of augmentation would provide strong evidence that a greater proportion of this variance is due to accurate trait measurement, rather than error.
Other procedures may be employed to deal with estimating convergent validity. Structured interviews assessing relevant traits may be individually administered and scored to obtain data usable for
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testing convergent validity. Participants could also be trained to make daily ratings of subjective
distress over the course of a week, and total scores could be correlated with the scales of distress on
the MMPI-2-RF (EID, RCd, etc.). Any number of behaviors could be tracked over time, such having
participants keep count of the number of drinks they have and correlating the tracked behavior with
RC4 and SUB. With respect to clinical populations, scale means could be compared based on diagnosis or relevant historical variables (e.g. number of suicide attempts correlated with SUI). All of these
alternative procedures present unique challenges of their own. Structured interviews tend to be time
consuming, requiring participants to keep track of something may be too demanding or generate
data of dubious validity (e.g. some would probably fill out all the data retrospectively at the end of the
week), and issues related to confidentiality and availability often make clinical populations difficult to
access. Of course, every method of data collection used to test convergent validity will have some
drawbacks. It is beyond the scope of this study to recommend a single method that will be ideal in all
situations. Rather, it is expected that researchers will weigh the costs and benefits of each compared
with the resources available to them. Additionally, future studies may consider data sources outside
of the domain of self-report, through the use of collateral informants or record review.
Beyond the methodological limitations discussed above related to reliability and validity, other
issues concerning augmentation remain unclear and may be fruitful to explore in future research.
Only one type of experimental response format was tested in this study, and it is possible that other
formats may be more appropriate for measuring psychopathology. Due to the wording of the items,
the decision was made to retain the true/false scaling for which they were made. Other formats,
such as agree/disagree or frequency estimates (e.g. always, often, sometimes, never), may be just as
proper for the purposes of the MMPI-2-RF and might yield even better results.
It is also unclear exactly how many response options are ideal for tests of this kind. The studies
reviewed in preparation for this investigation varied in their recommendations, though there was
clear consensus in recommending more than two (e.g. Lozano et al., 2008). It may be useful to test
several response formats in a single study to compare their psychometric quality. Due to the wide
variation in the literature, however, it will probably be necessary to conduct this type of study several
times with different samples to ensure the results replicate, as the optimal number of response options has not been consistent across instruments or settings. A middle response option was deliberately excluded from this study, because it was believed to introduce an additional variable not
represented in the standard scales beyond the simple number of response options, and we were
concerned that it might amplify central tendency bias (Nunnally, 1978). Although there are no obvious reasons that a middle option would improve the psychometric quality of a scale, this question
remains open to investigation.
Finally, there are other issues not tested in this study related to the psychometric functioning of
the augmented scales. Although it would have been possible to investigate factor structure using
these data, in light of the failure of the augmented scales to improve convergent validity, this task
seemed premature. If augmentation cannot be shown to produce more valid scores, then its effect
on factor structure is only trivial. There are other psychometric properties relevant to augmentation
that went unexamined in this study, such as retest reliability and discriminant and predictive validity. Again, while these qualities are important, augmented scales with stronger convergent relationships should be demonstrated, at a minimum, before these other properties are examined in any
depth. Without this basic indication of improvement, it is unlikely the augmented scales would be
any better in these other areas, which present more difficult methodological (e.g. multiple testing
sessions) or interpretive challenges (examining a correlation matrix for relationships that should be
absent). If augmentation improves convergent validity, then it will be necessary to examine their
psychometric properties along a variety of dimensions. In addition, although the augmented scales
correlated strongly with their standard counterparts, they did not correlate perfectly. If the MMPI-2RF benefits from a polytomous response format, it will be necessary to re-examine some of its key
correlates to better understand the construct validity of the instrument as a whole.
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